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t has Now beeN oVer tweNty-fIVe years sINce the charIsmatIc reNewal 
took root in the catholic church. for many, beleaguered by the rampant secularization of  the church 
and the consequent eradication of  the supernatural, it held out the hope of  a genuine spiritual rena-
scence; one fostered by a renewed and ever more intimate relationship with the third Person of  the 
Blessed Trinity, confirmed in the abundance of  supernatural “gifts.” Many did return. However, as 

with all renewals, not a few, caught up in the initial fervor and bedazzled by the promise, let subjective 
analyses of  this phenomenon suffice, neglecting difficulties posed by a rational evaluative approach. Un-

fortunately, subjective perceptions can never be held as the standard of  truth, if  we are to make an honest 
assessment of  the renewal. this article proposes that a movement that has swept Protestantism over the past 

ninety odd years, and has made significant inroads into the Catholic Church throughout the last twenty-five, is 
deserving of  more serious scrutiny by those who have fostered its growth and those responsible for maintaining 

the integrity of  the catholic faith. It is hoped that this modest study will provide several useful approaches toward the 
evaluation of  certain aspects of  the Renewal, that a more refined theological understanding may evolve and present 
inconsistencies or difficulties be resolved.

PeNtecostal orIgINs of amerIcaN charIsmatIc reNewal

 Classical Pentecostalism, from which the “neo-Pentecostalism” of  the Charismatic Renewal derives, is essen-
tially a form of  fundamentalist evangelical Protestantism and has derived much of  its substance from the method-
ist Revival Movement of  the nineteenth century. The movement, dubbed the “Holiness” Movement, was an effort 
to revive the Wesleyen doctrine of  “entire sanctification.” This took the form of  a distinct second blessing, which 
conferred the gift of  total interior conversion, enabling the recipient to lead a life of  genuine moral perfection. this 
“second blessing” manifested itself  at revivals as an often intensely emotional experience of  a purely subjective na-
ture. The term “baptism in the Holy Ghost” was used by some preachers to describe this experience, echoed in the 
contemporary analog, “baptism in the Holy Spirit.” A distinction should be made however, inasmuch as charisms did 
not accompany the “Holiness” experience.1
 The birth of  Pentecostalism is attributable to one Charles F. Parham, a former “Holiness” preacher, master 
and founder of  the bethel bible school, topeka, Kansas. the presumed date of  the birth of  the movement is said 
to have been January 1, 1901, and was an outcome of  Parham’s teaching methodology, which was quite simple. Using 
the Bible as sole textbook, an “appropriate” question would be introduced, to be answered through the study and 
researches of  his students. As fate would have it, Parham posed the question: “What is the scriptural sign of  a true 
baptism in the Holy Ghost?” Their conclusion, gleaned from the pages of  Acts: speaking in tongues. Several days and 
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nights of  prolonged prayer prepared the enthusiastic stu-
dents for the coming of  the holy ghost. on January 
1, 1901, agnes oznam, a bethel student, requested that 
Parham lay hands on her head, while the group of  stu-
dents fervently prayed. agnes is recounted, as a result of  
this, to have spoken bohemian as well as several other 
languages. Within days, this phenomenon had been expe-
rienced by all the students and the movement was truly
born.2

 It is essential to note from the aforementioned 
episode the dramatic theological shift in the concept of  
“baptism in the Holy Ghost” as originally understood 
within the context of  the “Holiness Movement.” From 
this point on, most “classical” Pentecostals would sub-
scribe to the notion that tongues must accompany the 
“baptism in the Holy Spirit” in order to authenticate the 
genuine bestowal of  power given for effective witnessing 
to christ.3

 It is unnecessary to recount the phenomenal 
growth of  the various Pentecostal denominations which 
arose from Parham’s modest experiment. By 1925 there 
were some thirty-eight denominations in the United 
states alone.4 In its recent expansion within the past few 
decades outside of  the United States, it has outstripped all 
other denominations in its phenomenal rate of  growth.5 
What is necessary to note is that the “neo-Pentecostal” 
outbreak of  the last few decades was the direct cause of  
the parallel phenomenon which attained to such gigantic 
strides within the Catholic Church that, “...Bishop McK-
inney (U.S.) expressed in the early days of  the renewal, to 
attend at least half  a dozen prayer meetings before mak-
ing a decision either to reject it or participate in it.”6

 That this direct causal relationship exists is evi-
dent in the inception of  the catholic charismatic renew-
al movement. this occurred 
in the spring of  1966, when 
Drs. william storey and 
ralph Keller, lay faculty 
members at Duquesne Uni-
versity, having been disap-
pointed in their apostolic 
endeavors, and influenced 
by Keller’s reading of  John 
sherril’s, They Speak in Other 
Tongues, sought out a means 
whereby they might be filled 
with the gifts of  the holy 

spirit, after the manner of  the early apostles.7 this led to 
participation in several neo-Pentecostal prayer meetings, 
held in a Pittsburgh suburb, in the hope that they might 
learn how to receive the “baptism of  the Holy Spirit.” 
after attendance at several meetings, two of  the four at-
tending catholics requested that hands be laid on them 
and they then began to undergo the Pentecostal experi-
ence of  speaking in tongues. The experience was shared 
with a group of  catholic students on retreat, in february, 
1967, from which the first neo-Pentecostal prayer group 
was formed on a catholic campus. from there the move-
ment spread to Notre Dame and beyond.8

SoMe THeoloGICAl DIFFICUlTIeS

 this brief  introduction to charismatic roots in 
the Pentecostal tradition gives one sufficient fuel to an-
ticipate some of  the serious theological difficulties Char-
ismatic groups have had to contend with; not the least 
of  which is the “baptism in the Spirit,” so central to the 
entire Pentecostal and Charismatic experiences.

 one can clearly discern the problem the catholic 
faces when he confronts the fact that he has received 
the holy spirit in the sacrament of  baptism; but fur-
ther, he has received another indelible character upon his 
soul, that of  the Christian soldier, receiving “the seven-
fold gift of  the Holy Ghost”9 by which is imparted “full 
growth and perfect spiritual strength.”10 It becomes quite 
evident that the intention of  the original holiness and 
Pentecostal evangelists was to “create” an experience 
which would beg god to provide these very gifts (re-
call Wesley’s “second blessing”). The superfluity of  such 
an experience could not be doubted by any faithful and 
reasoning catholic. to do so would be to call into ques-
tion the validity of  the Sacrament of  Confirmation and 
implicitly the teaching authority of  the church. further-

more, the Pentecostal impli-
cation that it is necessary 
that some visible sign such 
as was manifest in the di-
versity of  tongues at Pente-
cost is clearly refuted by the 
authority of  the one, holy, 
catholic, and apostolic 
church. the problem is 
further compounded by the 
verifiable fact that the form 
of  tongue speaking accom-
panying this frequently and 
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almost universally expected imparting of  this gift, bears 
no resemblance to the specific form of  tongue speaking 
manifest through the apostles at Pentecost. this will be 
more fully discussed.

 how then is the charismatic to justify the cen-
trality of  the “baptism in the Spirit”? Unfortunately, any 
explanation must be relegated to the realm of  speculative 
theology, which must ultimately submit to the authority 
of  rome. as a preliminary, francis a. sullivan, s.J. and 
Simon Tugwell, o.P. agree that the term “baptism in the 
Spirit,” from a Catholic viewpoint, is “exegetically un-
sound, theologically confusing and risky pastorally.”11 fr. 
Sullivan finds no evidence that there was the expecta-
tion on the part of  the christians in the early church to 
receive a “second blessing” by which they would receive 
the fullness of  spirit, in the wesleyen sense.12 this is a 
clear refutation of  Pentecostal theology. however, the 
experience of  this “baptism in the Spirit” must somehow 
be explained. Two interesting explanations have been 
proposed.

 The first is extracted from the Malines Docu-
ments13 drawn up by a number of  theologians and lead-
ers of  the charismatic renewal, at malines, belgium, in 
1974. The documents distinguish between the “theo-
logical” sense and the “experiential” sense of  the term 
“baptism in the Spirit.”14 The first refers to the Sacra-
ment of  Initiation (baptism); the second refers to “the 
breaking forth into conscious experience of  the Spirit, 
who was given during the celebration of  initiation.”15 as 
these documents are preliminary in defining and resolv-
ing some of  the difficulties raised by the renewal, they 
are not exhaustive. Regrettably, the specific relationship 
between the Sacrament of  Confirmation and the highly 
problematic “baptism in the Spirit” is not specifically 
analyzed or developed. this appears to be of  central im-
port to the discernment of  the full theological implica-
tions. but as the matter stands we must rely primarily 
upon the “experiential” definition in our analysis, leaving 
us with a major problem. That is, the “conscious experi-
ence of  Spirit’s power already given in baptism” leaves 
us an unfortunate void due to its intangible nature. one 
can readily see why some charismatics would insist upon 
the experience of  the charisms, especially tongues, an im-
mediate and verifiable sign of  the Spirit’s breaking forth 
into consciousness. for this reason fr. sullivan attempts 
another approach.

 Fr. Sullivan attempts to integrate the experien-

tial with the theological sense by saying that catholic 
Charismatics are “baptized in the Spirit” in the Bibli-
cal sense, which includes both “the theological and ex-
periential senses.”16 he believes that the reality is a new 
“outpouring of  the Spirit” that is working in their lives.17 
The “outpouring” refers to the theological sense, while 
“working” refers to the experiential sense.

 Sullivan finds no difficulty with the experiential 
sense, as “everyone” agrees that the “baptism in the Spir-
it” is a heightened awareness of  the workings of  the Holy 
spirit. he makes sure he stays clear of  Pentecostal con-
tamination by making clear that the malines Documents 
allow that this experience is not necessarily immediate, 
but rather, that it may take place by way of  a “growth 
process.” (Keep this in mind, as it appears to refute Fr. 
Sullivan’s theological argument formulated below.) Un-
fortunately, this view makes it more and more difficult 
to see the significance of  an increasingly indeterminate 
experience.

 regarding the theological sense, fr. sullivan sees 
justification for speaking about a “new sending of  Spir-
it” in light of  the Angelic Doctor. He feels such a con-
cept conforms to thomistic theology, if  we are, in fact, 
dealing with “a decisively new work of  grace, such as 
can be described as ‘moving into a new act or state of  
grace’.”18 he argues that in keeping with thomas’ con-
cept of  innovatio, that is, there must be a real innovation 
in the person in whom the holy spirit dwells in a new 
way, we should find new acts or states consonant with 
such a sending.19 These were exemplified in the writings 
of  st. thomas, by the graces distinctly charismatic and 
not sacramental. however, fr. sullivan emphasizes that 
in keeping with st. thomas’ concept of  innovatio, we 
could not speak merely of  the conferring of  a charism 
as this “sending,” but rather, there must be a new way of  
the spirit’s indwelling, implying a new personal relation-
ship with the spirit, bringing a new work of  grace in their 
life.20

 Unfortunately, having eliminated the necessity of  
some concrete manifestation of  the charismatic gifts in 
conjunction with the “baptism in the Spirit,” it becomes 
evident that fr. sullivan’s argument loses its validity. he 
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does, however, attempt to deal with the problem of  
“gradual growth in awareness,” by arguing that we need 
not limit ourselves in this life to but one “sending” of  the 
spirit, but, in the sense in which he has argued, there may 
be many “sendings.” The basic problem with this ap-
proach lies in finding some norm for identifying “states 
of  grace” indicative of  such experiences. one can see 
the obvious difficulties encountered when the criteria of  
“tongues” is eliminated. Finding Catholic explanations 
for Protestant innovations is an arduous task.

THe GIFT oF TonGUeS

 the manifestation of  speaking in tongues is 
central to the theology of  many of  the Pentecostal de-
nominations, though by no means universal. today many 
modern Pentecostals have adopted a position that the ac-
companying manifestation, one considered essential, is 
no longer so. however, when all is said and done, two 
things truly stand out to distinguish charismatic prayer 
groups from all others. These are the “charisms” of  
“tongues” and healing. Both are intriguing and to a great 
extent perplexing. But of  these two, we must admit that 
speaking in tongues is by far the more enigmatic. confu-
sion reigns when we enter into this area, and for very 
good reasons.

 first, the manifestation of  the phenomenon of  
tongues, as observed from the turn of  the century up 
to the present, has been primarily within the Protestant 
theological context. one will recall that the original move-
ment initiated by charles Parham, rested upon the foun-
dation of  a so-called inspired meditation upon scripture, 
unsubstantiated by any authoritative pronouncement or 
exegetical support of  his conclusion. He readily assumed 
that the appropriate sign of  “baptism in the Spirit” was a 
manifestation of  the speaking in strange tongues, which 
he interpreted to mean foreign languages not known to 
the one manifesting the phenomenon. this approach, 
obviously problematic from the catholic vantage point, 
raises many serious questions: what precisely constitutes 
the charism of  tongues as manifested by the apostles 
with the descent of  the holy spirit at Pentecost (acts 
2)? Is this the same charism as spoken of  by Paul to the 
Corinthians (1 Cor. 14)? If  we can precisely identify what 
this gift is, is it still bestowed in this era? what precisely 
is the phenomenon of  tongues as manifested within the 
Pentecostal and more importantly catholic charismatic 
movements? what is the criterion by which we may judge 
a true manifestation of  the gift of  tongues? based upon 

this criterion, what can we say about the authenticity of  
present day manifestations? this is but a partial list.

 The first of  these questions poses some difficul-
ties. regrettably, there is scant evidence within the body 
of  Patristic writings dealing with the phenomenon of  
acts 2. the general opinion regarding the nature of  the 
manifestation at Pentecost is found in several passages 
of  Irenaeus’, Against Heresies, in which he describes the 
Pentecost event “. . . from whence also, with one accord 
in all languages, they uttered praise to God.”21 from that 
point on this seems to have been the accepted position 
of  the church.22

 and what of  1 cor. 14? we are left only with an 
admittance by st. John chrysostom that the passages 
involved were obscure.23 Indeed, they remain so. as fr. 
sullivan points out, today two schools of  thought are 
divided on the matter. The first holds to the position 
that corinthian glossolalia was the speaking in foreign lan-
guages. the second holds that the gift spoken of  by st. 
Paul was that of  ecstatic utterance.24 It is not within my 
competence to judge as to the merits of  either exegetical 
proof. that burden lies with the church. Nevertheless, 
both sides garner support experientially.

 The first position rests upon the common opin-
ion of  the church fathers and the renderings from the 
lives of  the saints. It is evident from these that the speak-
ing of  foreign tongues has manifested itself  not only at 
Pentecost, but in the lives of  such saints as st. hilde-
garde, st. Vincent ferrer, and st. francis Xavier.25

 the second position infers that the phenomenon 
known as “tongues of  jubilation” was known among 
such saints as st. teresa of  Jesus and John of  the cross.26 
It seems that St. Isidore of  Seville expressed the meaning 
of  “jubilation” as effusive exultation which “erupts by 
means of  a voice.”27 “It is an effusion of  the soul.”28 an 
attempt is made to demonstrate the similarities between 
“jubilation” and the modern “singing in tongues”; how-
ever, a question arises, when one regards the fact that 
the fathers and other christian writers who spoke of  
“jubilation” never identified the phenomenon with the 
“gift of  tongues.”29 fr. sullivan admits that this is so, and 
makes the simple observation that this was probably so 
because tongues had always been understood to mean 
the “miraculous ability to preach the Gospel in foreign 
languages that one has never learned.”30
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 however, by about 1000 a.D., the rituale ro-
manum expressed the view of  the Church which has re-
mained to this day: that the facility in strange tongues or 
the mysterious ability to understand such as spoken by 
another can be seen as a sign to be weighed with other 
evidence in cases of  demonic possession.31

 the second question, regarding the manifestation 
of  tongues beyond the close of  the apostolic age, can be 
briefly dealt with. St. Thomas, relying on the authority 
of  augustine, judged the manifestation at Pentecost to 
be a special sign specific to the 
apostolic age, and one which 
ceased thereafter.32 augus-
tine, in the epistle to st. John, 
concluded that the charism of  
tongues manifested at Pentecost 
was intended as a sign for the 
ages which followed, that the 
gospels were to be preached 
“through all tongues over the 
whole earth.”33 It follows from 
this that the particular signifi-
cance of  tongues in this light 
would make future repetitions 
superfluous. It is true, however, 
that the ability to converse in 
an unknown foreign tongue has 
been known to have occurred in 
the lives of  a number of  saints, 
as cited above. however, these 
manifestations have occurred in the cases of  individuals 
of  extraordinary sanctity, and with a lower frequency than 
many of  the other gifts, such as healing and prophecy. 
what is the precise nature of  the phenomenon prevalent 
amongst members of  the Pentecostal and charismatic 
movements? to begin with, it will simplify matters if  we 
limit ourselves to phenomena specific to the aforemen-
tioned groups. If  we do, we may, on the basis of  existing 
empirical evidence, safely conclude that modern glossola-
lia bears no resemblance to xenoglossia, the phenomenon 
of  speaking a foreign language unknown to the speaker 
and known to another present.34 In other words, the phe-
nomenon bears no resemblance to the event of  Pente-
cost. Undoubtedly, this fact might have sent shock waves 
through the original Pentecostal movement, considering 
the literal fundamentalist framework of  Parham, its inad-
vertent founder. evidently, there has either been a signifi-
cant change in the species of  sign manifested since the 
early days at topeka or observations and impressions of  

the original phenomenon were erroneous.

 then what precisely is this modern phenome-
non? fr. sullivan has described some of  the linguistic re-
search done in the field of  glossolalia, which have yielded 
some interesting results. Most significant is the research 
of  Professor william g. samarin, Professor of  anthro-
pology and linguistics at the University of  Toronto. A 
linguistic analysis of  contemporary glossolalia revealed 
that there were no systematically organized linguistic pat-
terns to such vocalizations, basic elements essential to 

any comprehensible human lan-
guage.” What then is glossolalia? 
fr. sullivan sums it up nicely 
when he writes, “. . . glossolalia is 
human speech that sounds like 
human language.”36 that ap-
parently is the reason glossolalia 
has been frequently mistaken 
for xenoglossia. It is hardly distin-
guishable from actual language 
and can easily be thought to be 
an ancient or “exotic” language. 
samarin’s results are supported 
by the researches of  James r. 
Jaquith, who recognizes the 
superficial resemblance to lan-
guage in certain aspects of  its 
structure.37 fr. sullivan admits 
that, though xenoglossia might 
occur, he has no knowledge of  a 

single scientifically verifiable case of  this phenomenon.38

 With the scientific dismissal of  xenoglossia, the 
foundation of  Pentecostalism has evaporated. yet Pente-
costals have found justification for their contention that 
the phenomenon they experience is in fact the “gift of  
tongues” spoken of  by Paul in his admonitions to the 
Corinthians (1 Cor. 14). This presupposes that the use of  
the greek word glossa, used in the text, was in fact refer-
ring to language, and not an obscure, archaic, obsolete or 
foreign word or expression.39 fr. sullivan tries to dem-
onstrate that the first usage, language, is the only sound 
one. once this contention is exegetically established, an 
interesting argument (from Paul) follows:40

 According to 1 Cor. 14:2, “Anybody with the gift 
of  tongues speaks to god, but not to other people be-
cause nobody understands him when he talks in spirit 
about mysterious things.”41 therefore glossolalia is a heav-

“The ability to converse in an 
unknown foreign tongue has 

been known to have occurred in 
the lives of  a number of  saints, 
as cited above. However, these 

manifestations have occurred in the 
cases of  individuals of  extraordinary 
sanctity, and with a lower frequency 
than many of  the other gifts, such as 

healing and prophecy. ” 
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enly language, intelligible to god and not others. It is 
an utterance in spirit (from the soul?) about mysteries 
(spiritual?)42

 the contention is also made that glossolalia is a 
personal gift for self-edification (1 Cor. 14:4):43 “The one 
with the gift of  tongues talks for his own benefit, but 
the man who prophecies does so for the benefit of  the 
community.”44

 furthermore, the tongue speaker does not intel-
lectually comprehend the meaning of  what he is saying 
and must therefore receive the “gift of  interpretation” 
to understand (1 Cor. 14:13, 14)45:  “That is why anyone 
who has the gift of  tongues must pray for the power of  
interpreting them. for if  I use this gift in my prayers, 
my spirit may be praying but my mind left barren.”46 
this seems to indicate that tongues are a gift useful in 
praying,47 and interviews with tongue speakers seem to 
yield that this is precisely its primary function, whether in 
private or group prayer.

 Paul goes on to explain the possible scandal 
which might occur if  the uninitiated view a potential 
chorus of  tongue speakers and deem them mad (1 cor. 
14:23, 24). He therefore admonishes them to avoid such 
an occurrence by allowing that only two or three tongue 
speakers speak at most, one at a time, and only if  there 
is an interpreter. otherwise, they must speak to god and 
themselves in silence (1 Cor. 14:27-29).48 this is a most 
interesting passage, as it clearly refutes the wild and un-
controlled speaking in tongues often justified by prac-
titioners in a number of  Pentecostal and charismatic 
group settings.

 this can be summed up by saying that st. Paul’s 
description of  tongues appears to be one of  language-
like speech, unintelligible to both speaker and hearer, 
and useful primarily in the context of  prayer.49 a parallel 
between these attributes of  Pauline “tongues” and the 
modern phenomenon can be drawn, lending some sup-
port to the contention that modern glossolalia is indeed 
some form of  biblically recognizable phenomena.

 this argument is interesting, and raises once more 
the question as to whether the actual Pauline sense of  
“tongues” is closer to that of  foreign languages, or some 
form of  “ecstatic utterance.” Fr. Sullivan cites exegetical 
and psychological evidence in the hope of  resolving the 
issue, but the issue is far from resolution.50

 once more, however, we must reiterate that we 
are on very shaky ground when Biblical exegesis remains 
unsupported by tradition. the unalterable fact remains 
that the contemporary phenomenon can in no way be 
equated to the Church’s understanding of  the “gift of  
tongues” as manifested at Pentecost.

 there are still two other important aspects of  
the modern phenomenon which need be described, if  
a complete understanding of  glossolalia is to be acquired. 
These are, first, the subjective characteristics which ap-
pear to be universal to the phenomenon, and second, the 
actual context in which the experience occurs.

 regarding the subjective aspects of  modern glos-
solalia, several important universals can be derived, from 
an analysis of  the testimonies and evaluations of  testi-
monies cited by sullivan, Dearn, and Kelsey:

 1) Glossolalia is effortless speech, requiring no 
rational formulation of  speech sounds.
 2) The individual can control the facility of  speak-
ing in tongues consciously at will.
 3) There is the feeling that one can communicate 
with God with perfect expressiveness (in a way that is 
unsuitably achieved by ordinary language). 
 4) There is the feeling of  emotional release.
 5) The experience does not appear to involve an 
altered mental state, or induction of  trance, except during 
the initial acquisition of  the “gift,” and then not always. 
 6) The communication is a joyful experience.
 7) Many adherents perceive an increase in reli-
gious fervor and psychological integrity.
 8) The laying on of  hands is not a necessary pro-
cedure in the acquisition of  tongues, but may enhance 
the process.

 how then is modern glossolalia acquired? I am fa-
miliar with two alleged cases of  individuals who have ac-
quired the “gift of  tongues” within the context of  private 
prayer.51 however, for the vast majority of  practitioners, 
acquisition occurs within the context of  group prayer, 
sometimes accompanied by the laying on of  hands. for 
Catholic Charismatics, the context is specifically “bap-
tism in the Spirit”; and this requires a certain amount of
preparation, theological, as well as psychological. for our 
purposes it will suffice to restrict ourselves to an examina-
tion of  one of  the more popular schools of  charismatic 
preparation, the life in the spirit seminars, developed by 
the word of  god community out of  ann arbor, michi-
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gan. Its popularity and prevalence in the field is demon-
strated by the fact that as of  march, 1991, the guidebook 
given to all seminar participants, had entered its thirtieth 
printing, with 1,690,000 copies in print.52

 That preparation for the “baptism in the Spirit” 
appears to have a significant role in the actual acquisi-
tion of  “tongues” is clearly attested to by Fr. Sullivan, 
who does not hesitate to admit that there appears to be 
a high correlation between the stress laid on the attain-
ment of  this “gift,” with the “baptism in the Spirit” and 
the actual acquisition.53 one need only read the semi-
nar’s team manual to see how much 
stress is laid upon the acquisition of  
this “gift.”54 fr. sullivan readily admits 
this.55 other emphases cited by Dearn, 
include “upbuilding and encourage-
ment, and openness to the reception of  
the gifts of  the Holy Spirit.”56 the ac-
tual “baptism,in the Spirit” involves the 
praying of  the group for those partici-
pating in the seminars, that they might 
receive deeper awareness or release of  
the Holy Spirit. Being open to the “new 
life in the Spirit” is the attitude that is 
cultivated.57 

 this preparation is of  para-
mount importance, for it is essential to enable the candi-
date for “baptism in the Spirit” to let go of  the natural 
resistance (and for some, repugnance) that one has for 
the surrendering of  one’s vocal chords to the spirit.58 
As Fr. Sullivan explains, “The motive which the Manual 
presents is that speaking in tongues will give the person ‘a 
clear experience of  what it means to have the Holy Spirit 
work through him’”59,60

 In essence, the seminars enable one to take this 
“leap,” by creating an intense desire for the “gift.” Here is 
an excerpt from the guidebook which demonstrates this 
process:

 when you live in the spirit, the spirit prays in 
 you. let him pray in you often during the day, 
 sometimes in english, sometimes in the new 
 tongue he has given you. even if  you have only 
 a few syllables in a new tongue, or if  you are not 
 sure of  it, pray in that tongue every day and it 
 will grow. god’s word encourages you.61

 Kelsey cites a parallel procedure used to “encour-
age” reception of  “baptism of  the Holy Spirit,” taken 
from a booklet entitled, The Gift of  the Holy Spirit, by J. e. 
stiles, a former member of  the assemblies of  god, one 
of  the largest Pentecostal denomination.62 the salient 
characteristics include: encouragement that the “gift” is 
already given; instruction that he will receive the holy 
spirit when hands are laid on him; instruction that he is 
to expect the Spirit to move on his vocal chords; admoni-
tion that he need cooperate in this “movement”; encour-
agement to release all fears that the experience may be 
false; use of  deep breathing, coordinated with telling self  

one is receiving the spirit.63

 It is clear that there is a method 
of  induction used to foster the acquisi-
tion of  tongues, in the aforementioned 
instances. my observations of  the pro-
cess of  induction lend themselves to 
the following outline of  the technique:

 1) Frequently, though not always, 
there is a period of  group training, 
during which are achieved the follow-
ing: a) desire to receive the experience, 
fostered by exegetical and theological 
explanation and exhortation and b) en-
couraged reduction of  inhibitions, en-

abling the surrender of  conscious control of  one’s vocal 
chords.
 2) The induction of  the experience within the 
group’s prayer service or “experience.” This is sometimes 
accompanied by the laying on of  hands.
 3) Continual exhortations and suggestions related 
to remaining open to the “gift,” sometimes including rec-
ommendations for habitual reinforcement of  the use of  
this gift, or practice to acquire it fully.

 Though the above discussion is in no way ex-
haustive, it is applicable to vast numbers of  individuals 
who have, within recent decades received the “gift of  
tongues.” The implications of  a “formula” for produc-
ing such a desired effect strike most obviously at the very 
heart of  the charismatic and Pentecostal movements. a 
gift acquired by skillful planned effort, or at worst, sub-
terfuge, can hardly be gratuitous.

 We must finally deal with the last two questions 
posed, regarding the criteria for evaluations and ultimate-
ly our judgment upon the phenomenon. 
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 first, it has become quite evident from our dis-
cussion that although it may be admitted by numbers of  
Pentecostals and charismatics that the phenomenon of  
tongues need not necessarily accompany the “baptism in 
the Spirit,” nevertheless it is a much coveted and sought 
after confirmation of  the event, so much so, that extraor-
dinary pains are taken to maximize the possibility that 
the novice might readily receive the manifestation of  
“tongues.” I believe that I have sufficiently demonstrated 
that there are not sufficient theological grounds to sup-
port the Pentecostal notion of  “baptism of  Spirit” which 
has its origin in questionable theological speculation. It 
is clear that the phenomenon was an attempt to produce 
what can be termed from the catholic perspective as a 
pseudo-sacrament, paralleling confirmation. Attempts by 
Catholics to redefine this experience as a “release of  Spir-
it” already given in baptism and confirmation appear weak 
when held up to closer scrutiny. but more importantly, 
the signs of  this “second blessing” have been shown to 
bear no resemblance to the scriptural event of  Pentecost, 
upon which the original notion of  “baptism of  the Holy 
Spirit” supposedly rests. Remarkably, some Catholic pro-
ponents of  charismatic renewal do continue to propa-
gate this patently false conception of  biblical parallels. 
the guidebook for the life in the spirit seminars incor-
porates meditations which suggest that this “baptism” is 
essentially the experience of  the Apostles at Pentecost, 
an allegation which clearly demands refutation.64 though 
the team manual recognizes the problem with such an 
approach65 it is surprising that such an erroneous notion 
should be allowed to be propagated. further, the phe-
nomenon of  tongues which accompanies this “baptism 
in Spirit,” when subjected to empirical studies, admits 
of  no actual manifestation of  xenoglossia. however, cases 
of  xenoglossia occurring outside the lives of  exemplary 
catholics of  proven sanctity, have been judged by the 
church to be a possible manifestation of  the demonic, 
indicating that any manifestation of  “tongues” occurring 
in significant numbers of  individuals be open to rigorous 
examination by the Church.

 but what of  glossolalia in and of  itself ? how does 
this stand up to the criteria of  the church, regulating the 
acceptance of  miraculous phenomena as authentic? can 
glossolalia in any sense constitute a visible sign from god, 
in confirmation of  this outpouring of  Spirit? The criteria 
of  Pope benedict XIV admits that a miracle need only 
be above the powers of  corporeal nature (i.e., angelic 
intervention).66 If  we allow for even a wider sense, some 
have argued that a miracle “need not even be strictly be-
yond the powers of  corporeal nature, provided it be a 

truly prodigious event, one at least highly unlikely even 
to result from natural forces alone.”67 admittedly, glos-
solalia does occur in some religious context and during 
the experience of  prayer, an essential element, if  we are 
to discuss the matter at all. but is this manifestation truly 
prodigious; unlikely to occur from natural forces alone? 
Further, is this religious context one which provides for 
the proof  of  authentic revelation, the essential element 
of  all truly miraculous phenomena, according to the first 
Vatican council.68

 from our brief  study we can readily conclude 
that the phenomena “appears” at first to be supernatural 
in character, as it is essentially precipitated in the context 
of  prayer. However, a deeper examination reveals some 
interesting elements, namely:

 a) There is well-founded evidence to indicate that 
the phenomenon is produced through a systematic meth-
od of  induction. this involves on occasion self-sugges-
tion (telling oneself) and other methods of  psychological 
manipulation. a correlation can be drawn between the 
use of  such techniques and the favorable results obtained 
(i.e., ability to speak in tongues).

 b) To say that the experience could be in any way 
interpreted as prodigious in any sense, is absurd. It is a 
very common phenomenon that occurs with great fre-
quency in the widest variety of  assemblages. It is interest-
ing to note that manuel Pittson, of  the Department of  
Psychiatry of  the University of  Washington, has defined 
glossolalia as “a stereotyped pattern of  unconsciously con-
trolled vocal behavior.”69

 c) It has never been fully determined that the phe-
nomenon cannot occur (be learned) outside of  the con-
text of  prayer. Are there persons outside of  Christianity 
who can produce the identical effect? can anyone learn 
to speak in tongues? this must be resolved before any 
merit can be given to the subject. I believe that the key 
lies in the passive surrender of  vocal control to either 
unconscious or perhaps preternatural forces. even if  
we could admit that st. Paul spoke of  a second form of  
tongues to the corinthians, we must admit a distribution 
of  gifts. It certainly appears that more than a few receive 
it. It is possible that anyone and everyone willing to sur-
render may receive this “gift.”

 Is glossolalia a proof  of  revealed truth? an au-
thentic miracle can never occur as divine confirmation 
of  another religion as a whole, or of  a truth or teaching 
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contrary to catholic doctrine. If  occurring outside of  
catholicism the miracle could never be construed as con-
firming an erroneous religion or truth, but only confirm 
the truth of  the catholic faith unmistakably. obviously, 
serious problems arise in this context:

 1) The phenomenon of  Pentecostalism has 
demonstrated that it appears independent of  catholic 
Truth and has been used to confirm a host of  denomina-
tions which must by their existence outside the Catholic 
church contain error. and what can one say of  unity, 
considering the number of  denominations that have 
arisen from the original experiment of  Parham. In 1964, 
Kelsey listed some twenty-six bodies that were formed 
between 1919 and 1960.70 I do not have recent statistics, 
but the growth of  Pentecostalism has outstripped that of  
all other christian denominations, and this has become 
of  no small concern for the church, whose base in tradi-
tionally catholic nations has steadily eroded.

 2) The theological grounds from which the 
movement blossomed forth were erroneous. from the 
principle of  sola scriptura, to the dubious theology of  
the “second blessing,” Pentecostalism appears to be an 
experience seeking a theology. Catholic theologians find 
they must abandon Protestant speculation and create a 
new theology, quite speculative and quite shaky.

 3) I am uncomfortable with the methods used 
by the life in the spirit seminars, particularly the sug-
gestion implied by the guidebook that there is a parallel 
between the reception of  the holy spirit at Pentecost 
and at ephesus, and the reception of  the “baptism in the 
Spirit.”71 furthermore, despite the creation of  a catholic 
team manual, the guidebook is used both by Protestants 
and catholics, and for this probable reason, conspicu-
ously omits catholic doctrinal statements. scripture is 
emphasized as one’s guide, in the absence of  any positive 
reference to tradition. Does this effect a danger to the 
integrity of  the catholic faith? I am wary. In my opinion 
there also seems to be a subtle form of  coercion in such 
admonitions as “If  you are unwilling to receive the gift 
of  tongues, you are putting a block on the lord’s work 
and the Holy Spirit will not be free to work in you.”72 It 
seems strange that acceptance of  this “gift” should be a 
requisite for the free operation of  the holy spirit in the 
individual. It might be countered that there is only sug-
gested an openness to any of  the gifts of  the holy spirit, 
and that rejection of  any of  these would be resistance to 
god’s grace, hampering the operation of  the holy spir-

it. but then why the undue emphasis on tongues? It is 
also interesting to note that the candidate, during the 
third week of  the seminars, is prepared to answer three 
questions to be posed during the fourth seminar, pertain-
ing to his commitment to christ. these are to be pro-
posed just prior to his being prayed over to receive the 
“baptism in the Spirit,”73 and are followed by a prayer 
to be meditated upon, which specifically states, “I ask 
you to baptize me in the holy spirit and give me the gift 
of  tongues.”74 I await the thorough examination of  the 
program by competent ecclesiastical experts to evaluate 
what appear to be glaring defects which have gone un-
checked for too many years.

 It must be added that there is a school of  thought 
which does attempt to reconcile the seeming universal-
ity of  “tongues” and its supernatural actuality, within 
the context of  renewal.75 This is done by defining the 
charisms as supernatural in mode rather than in a radi-
cal essential way. what would distinguish the charisms 
within the context of  the Christian community as op-
posed to identical phenomena outside the christian con-
text would be the fact that “these acts are performed in 
the power of  the spirit, glorify christ, and are directed 
in some manner toward the building up of  the christian 
community.”76

 at this juncture we are left with a fundamental 
problem, that of  the discernment of  spirits. clearly this 
analysis has raised questions which can only ultimately be 
answered by the careful reflection and pronouncement 
of  those to whom our lord has entrusted the deposit 
of  the faith. there is a clear and immediate need to have 
a more precise standard whereby authenticity might be 
judged, and greater supervision by competent authori-
ties to insure that the faithful are free from the kinds 
of  false and suspect theologizing we have demonstrated 
exists. There is also the matter of  a kind of  psychologi-
cal conversion prevalent, as regards the phenomenon of  
“tongues” which calls for serious scrutiny of  the motives 
behind this, and greater discernment in evaluating the 
phenomenon in its varied contexts. Finally many have 
spoken of  the genuine benefits of  the renewal, particu-
larly a greater awareness of  the indwelling of  the holy 
spirit, however one of  the prevalent notions, which has 
freely circulated over the years is that there is a tendency 
toward indifferentism, which can lead to an abdication 
of  the faith, perhaps the most serious issue which needs 
be addressed.
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